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ABSTRACT

A prediction model of signal degradation in
LMSS for urban areas is proposed. This model
treats shadowing effects caused by buildings
statistically and can predict a Cumulative
Distribution Function (CDF) of signal diffraction
losses in urban areas as a function of system

parameters such as frequency and elevation
angle, and environmental parameters such as
number of building stories and so on. In order
to examine the validity of the model, we
compared the percentage of locations where
diffraction losses were smaller than 6dB

obtained by the CDF with satellite visibility
measured by a radiometer. As a result, it was
found that this proposed model is useful for
estimating the feasibility of providing LMSS in
urban areas.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, proposals for a Land Mobile
Satellite Service (LMSS) using handheld
terminals have been advanced. In urban areas,

signal degradation in LMSS is anticipated to be
very large because of heavy shadowing effects
caused by buildings. However, quality of
service is still expected to be good even if users
with handheld terminals are in urban areas.

Some propagation models for LMSS have
been proposed [1],[2], however, it has become
ambiguous to define environmental parameters in
these models. It is therefore difficult to apply the
models to areas where the urban structure is

different.

In Japan, prediction methods for visibility in
urban areas have been developed [3],[4]. These
methods have used urban structure statistics such

as a Probability Density Function (PDF) of
building stories and building width as a function
of the number of building stories, but they can
not estimate signal fading.

In this paper, we propose a new type of

prediction model of signal degradation in LMSS

for urban areas. The proposed model treats
shadowing effects caused by buildings
statistically and can predict the Cumulative
Distribution Function (CDF) of signal diffraction
losses in urban areas as a function of system

parameters such as frequency and elevation
angle, environmental (urban structure)
parameters such as number of building stories
and width, and average road width.

LMSS PROPAGATION MODEL
APPLICABLE TO URBAN AREAS

Basic Concept of Proposed Model

In general, the following propagation
phenomena should be taken into account for
propagation model in LMSS.

(1) Visibility of a direct wave from a satellite.
(2) Diffraction losses of a direct wave near and in

shadow regions.
(3) Effects of multipath fading due to reflection

from buildings and ground.

However, it seemed too complicated to
consider the correlation between direct wave

power affected by shadowing and average power
of reflected waves, so the model proposed in this

paper only takes the above items (1) and (2) into
account as the first step in the development of the

propagation model.
Generally, signal degradation caused by a

single building can be calculated with fairly good
accuracy by a knife-edge diffraction model [5].
In our proposed model, we apply this single
knife-edge diffraction model to a number of

buildings randomly distributed along a road.
The condition of buildings in an urban area is

treated statistically as environmental parameters
in our model. The parameters consist of the
distribution of the number of building stories,

building width as a function of building stories,
and average number of buildings per km along a
road. These parameters incorporated into the
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modelareeasilyobtainedfromapublicdata
base.

Theimportantcharacterof ourmodelis to be
ableto relatesignaldiffractionlossesin dB
causedbybuildingswith theenvironmental
parameters.By usingthismodel,wecan
calculatetheCDFof signaldiffractionlossesin
urbanareas.

Proposed Model and Calculation of CDF

Table l shows environmental parameters used
in this propagation model. These parameters can
be obtained easily from a public data base.

To develop the LMSS propagation model for
urban areas, it becomes important to decide how
to deal with the conditions of buildings. In our
model, we assume that a building of height z
[story] has a width W(z)[m], and that the depth
is the same as the width.

The PDF of building stories B(z) and the
building width W(z) of height z [story] are given
in the following equations [3],[4], respectively,:

B(z) = _ (1)
t 0 (z<G)

W(z):5511.0-1.1exp(-0.1z)} [m] (2)

where F and G represent an average building
height in stories and a minimuna building height
in stories, respectively.

Figure 1 shows the model of a building used
in our propagation model. We assume that an
antenna is located at a distance x [m] from the
building and that the antenna height is ha [m].
The antenna receives a satellite signal diffracted
by the building edge. Further, we assume that
the shadow length L(z) exists at the antenna

position x along a road.
At first, we will estimate the diffraction loss at

the antenna position x and the shadow length
L(z) as in Fig.1.

A diffraction loss caused by a building can be

evaluated from a knife-edge model with fairly
good accuracy, and a diffraction loss J(v) in dB
is calculated by the following equations [5],:

J(v)=6.9+201ogl'C(v - 0.1)2+ 1 +v-0.1}

(v > - 0.7 for J(V) > 0) [dBl (3)

v=h#_(-L+d_)dl ----h_d2
(4)

d2=#(hs'z-ha)2+(x-cosec(,)) 2 [m] (5)

where:

h = height of the building edge above the
straight line joining the antenna position to
the satellite [m]

dl= distance from the satellite to the building
edge [m]

d2 = distance from the antenna position to the
building edge [m]

_, = signal wavelength [m]

hs = building height per story [m/story]
q_ = azimuth angle [degree].

i

The relation between ihe edge height h and the

number of building stories z can be expressed by
the following equations,:

h:{(hs.z - ha)- x.cosec(q_).tan(0)} cos(0)

[ml (6)
where:

0 ---elevation angle [degree].

As is evident from Eq.(3) and (4), a
diffraction loss J is defined as a function of the

edge height h. By using Eq.(3)-(6), we can
solve the edge height h at which a diffraction loss
gives J [dB]. Once we calculate h as a function
of J, we can obtain the edge length Le [m] as in
Fig. 1. At any position on the Le, a diffraction
loss is equal to J(h).

To be exact, the edge length Le is not equal to
the shadow length L(z) as in Fig. 1, but we
assume that both lengths are equal in order to
simplify the calculation of the CDF of signal
diffraction losses. This assumption may result in
overestimation of the edge length when the
azimuth angle ¢_is near 0 ° or 180 °.

Then the shadow length L(z), in which the

diffraction loss due to a building of z [story] is
equal to J(h), is given by the following
equations,:

W(z)(1 + cot(_)) lm] (x< Hs)

L(z)= W(z) + cot(*) {(hs.z-ha)cOt(0 ) sin(,)- x}

[ml (Hs_<x<He)

W(z) lm] (He<x)

(7)
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whereHs[m] andHe[m] arethedistances
betweenabuildingandshadowboundariesin a
shadowcastby a buildingasshownin Fig.1.

In Eq.(7),if He<x,theantennapositionx is
locatedoutof theshadowcastbya building.
However,thediffractionlossesarecausedby the
edgeat thetopof abuilding,soweassumethat
L(z) is equalto W(z) inHe<x.

Fromtheabovediscussion,it isevidentthat
to calculatetheCDFof signaldiffractionlosses
is equivalentto summingup theshadowlength
L(z) alongaroadonwhichdiffractionlossesare
largerthanagiventhresholdvalueJthr[dB].

Therefore,thetotalshadowlengthT perkm
onwhichdiffractionlossesarelargerthanJ_
canbeestimatedby integratingL(z) fromZtlarto
infinity asin Eq.(8),:

= D.B(z).L(z) dz
thr

[m] (8)

where:

Zthr = number of stories of buildings which
cause a diffraction loss Jthr at an antenna
position x [story]

D = average number of buildings per km
shown in Tablel [/km]. This is easily

obtained from a public data base.

Finally, the CDF of signal diffraction losses
J[dB] which are larger than a given threshold
value Jthr[dB] can be obtained by Eq.(9),:

P(J->Jthr) = 100. T [%].
1000

(9)

Here we summarize the procedure for
estimating the CDF of signal diffraction losses.

Stepl: Give the diffraction loss (threshold
value) Jthr in dB.

Step2: Calculate the building height Zthr
[story] at which the diffraction loss is
Jthr [dB] (Eq.(3)-(6)).

Step3: Estimate shadow length L [m] as a
function of height z [story] (Eq.(7)).

Step4: Estimate the total shadow length T
[m] per km over which the diffraction

losses are larger than Jthr [dB]

(Eq.(1), (2), (8)).

Step5: Calculate CDF; P(J>Jthr) [%]
(Eq.(9)).

Figure 2 shows one example of the
cumulative distribution of signal fading

calculated by the model presented here. A
person with a handheld L-band terminal for
LMSS is assumed to be on a sidewalk in an

urban area. The environmental parameters are
set at values for a typical urban area in Tokyo,

Japan, and hs is assumed to be 4 [m/story] [4].
Since buildings registered in original public data

bases are higher than 4 stories or more (i.e.
height >16m), a minimum number of stories G
in Eq.(1) is set at 4 in the calculation. The
definition of azimuth angles Az is shown in

Fig.3. For example, L90 means 90 ° to the left of
the direction of travel and R90 means 90 ° to the

right of the direction of travel.

COMPARISON BETWEEN
CALCULATED VALUES AND
MEASURED DATA

An Outline of a Field Experiment

In order to examine the validity of this model,
we carried out a field experiment in an urban
area. In the experiment, satellite visibility (Line-
Of-Sight(LOS) condition) was measured by
measuring sky noise temperature Tn [K] with a
radiometer as a function of azimuth and elevation

angles.
If Tn is higher than a given threshold value

Tthr [K], we understand that the LOS condition
is lost. Since the boundary of the LOS condition
gives a signal diffraction loss of 6dB, we
compared satellite visibility measured by the
radiometer with the percentage of locations
where diffraction losses were smaller than 6dB

estimated by this model.
The center frequency of the radiometer was

12GHz (bandwidth: 100MHz, time constant:
0.1 sec) and a horn antenna (half-power
beamwidth: aboutl0 °) was used. All

experimental equipment was installed aboard a
van.

Calibration of the measurement system for the
determination of T_ toward the direction of the

shadow boundary was carried out at a site where
there was only one building. As a result of the
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measurement,anoisetemperatureof 176.6K
wasassignedto Tthr•

Theexperimentwascarriedout inoneof the
mostbuilt-upareas(ShinjyukuareainTokyo) in
Japan.Thevaluesof theenvironmental
parametersarethesameastheonesshownin
Fig.2exceptfor x=10m,ha=3mandR=29.1m.

Thevanwasdrivenroundacourse,thelength
of onecircuit beingabout6.5kin. Theantenna
directionrelativetothetraveldirectionof the
vehiclewasmaintainedconstantfor theperiodof
eachexperiment.Thedefinitionof azimuth
anglesAz in thisexperimentis shownin Fig.3.

Results

Figure 4 shows examples of measured noise
temperatures for elevation angles E1 = 20 °, 40 °
and 60 ° at Az=R90. Each dashed line means a

noise temperature of Tthr. From this figure, we
can clearly recognize that the visibility depends
on elevation angles.

Figure 5 shows a comparison between
calculated values expressed as lines and
measured data expressed by symbols. For
example, the line R90 means calculated values

for Az=R90 in Fig.3, and the symbol MR90
means measured data for the same Az. The

calculated values represent the percentage of
locations where signal diffraction losses are
smaller than 6dB estimated by the model
presented here. The measured visibility is
defined as the percentage ratio of the distance for
which Tn_<Tthr to the length of one circuit (6.5
kin).

As seen from this figure, the agreement
between calculated values and measured data is

excellent in predictions for cases having
visibilities more than 50%. However, we can

recognize some discrepancies between the
calculated values and the measured data for cases

having a measured visibility smaller than 50%.
This discrepancy rnay be caused because
buildings with a height of lower than 4 stories
(i.e. height < 16m) are completely omitted in the
calculation.

CONCLUSIONS

We proposed a new type of prediction model
of signal degradation in LMSS for urban areas.

Good agreement was confirmed between satellite
visibility estimated by this model and that
measured by experiments. Since we use
environmental parameters easily obtained from a

public data base, this model can be expected to
be useful for estimating the feasibility of
providing LMSS in urban areas in many
countries.

In future, the effects of both direct wave

degradation and multipath fading should be
related to environmental parameters.
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Table 1. Elwironmental parameters used in the propagation model

parameters

building stories

building height per story

average number of buildings per km

PDF of building stories

building width ( as a function of z )

average road width

notation

Z

hs

D

B(z)

W(z)
R

unit

[story]

[m/story]

{/km]

[m]

[m]

Satellite _: Azimuth angle [degree]O: Elevation angle [degree]

X "_ x: Position of antenna [m]
\ \ d, \ ha: Height of antenna [m]

-_-T, ,, A f._',
/ ',.....i,,,_ \ _l,_;_z)',,
_,V"-'Uvz:'?\-I / ',

Direction of travel __, ,'--Le--__/'_

Figure 1. Model of a building for estimating signal diffraction losses.
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Figure 2. One example of cumulative

distribution of signal fading calculated
by the proposed model.
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Figure 4. Examples of measured noise
temperatures for three elevation angles
(Az=R90). Each dashed line means

Tth r (176.6K).
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Figure 3. Definition of azimuth angles. For
example, L90 means 90 ° to the left of
the direction of travel and R90 means

to the right of the direction of travel,
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measured values and calculated ones
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signal diffraction losses are smaller
than 6dB).


